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1. Introduction. Consider a discrete noiseless channel with elemen-

tary symbols Si, ■ ■ ■ , S„, where the transmission time of Si is U,

and assume that h, ■ ■ ■ , tn are positive integers having no common

divisor.

Let T be a positive integer and denote by NiT) the number of dif-

ferent "words"  Sav ■ ■ ■ , Sah whose transmission time tai+ • • •

+tak= T. Shannon [l] defines the capacity of the channel by

„      ..     log NiT)
C =   lim - •

r->«        T

NiT) satisfies an obvious difference equation, and most studies of the

capacity of such a channel start from this equation.

It is of some interest to get rid of the assumption of commensura-

bility of the times of transmission as well as of the finiteness of the

set of elementary symbols.

In the following we shall show how the classical results can be gen-

eralized to this case.

Let Si, ■ ■ ■ , Sn, ■ ■ ■ be a finite or countable set of elementary

symbols and let tn >0 be the time of transmission of S„ in = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).

It is no longer assumed that the t„ are commensurable, but we make

the assumption that in the countable case, lim,,...,, <„=<». Without

loss of generality we may assume 0 <h^t2^ ■ ■ ■ .

Let t(W) be the time of transmission of the word W=Sav ■ ■ ■ ,

San, that is,

<W) = i: 7,
i=l

and denote by G(T) the total number of different words W which can

be transmitted within time T, i.e., which satisfy ri/W) ^ T.
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Put

N(T) = G(T) - G(T - tx);

N(T)  is  the  number  of  different  words   W which  satisfy   T — tx

<t(W)^T. We shall show that2

log N(T)
(1) C =  lim     S    V   '

t-*~        T

exists and relate this limit,  "the capacity of the channel," to the

Dirichlet series

(2) /(*) = £exp(-/,*)•
n

For the series (2) there exists an abscissa of convergence d such that

(2) converges for x>d and diverges for x<d.

(2) is continuous and is strictly decreasing on the real axis in its

domain of convergence. Therefore either (i) there exists a unique

Xo>d for which the series converges and/(x0) = 1, or (ii) /(x)<l for

all x>d.

We define

D = Xa        in case (i),

= d in case (ii),

as the abscissa of distribution (a.o.d.) of the series (2) (or of the se-

quence {/n}).

Our first result is the following

Theorem 1. The limit (1) always exists and we have

(3) C = D.

Then, applying Theorem 1 to generalize a result of J. R. Kinney

[2, Theorem 2], the capacity is related to the Hausdorff dimension of

a set of points associated with the message set of a code (§3, The-

orem 2).

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We start with a lemma about the abscissa

of distribution.

2 It is immaterial what the basis of the logarithm is provided that exp in (2) etc.

is understood as the basis raised to the indicated power.
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Lemma 1. Let D be the a.o.d. of the sequence {tn}, and let Dm be the

a.o.d. of the finite sequence tx, ■ ■ • , tm; then

(4) lim Dm = D,

and

(5) f(D) = £ exp(-/„D) ^ 1.

Proof. Dm is an increasing sequence and Dm^D. Therefore,

lim Dm = D'^D. Our aim is to show that D'=D. We may thus

assume D' < =°. Then

m m

1 = zZ exp(-tn-Dm) 5: }Z exp(-lnD').
n=l n—1

Since this holds for all m, we have

(6) Z exp(-/„£>') ^ 1.
n=l

Therefore D'^d (the a.o.d. of the sequence {tn}), and in case (i),

D'^xo because of the monotonicity of (2). Thus D'^D. This proves

(4), and (5) follows from (6).

We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. First we show that the

limit (1) exists. If Wi is a word such that Ti — h<r(W0 ^ 2"i and W2

is such that T2-ti<r(W2) g T2, then either Tx + T2-tx<T(WiW2)

^Tx + T2, or Tx+T2-2h<T(WxW2)£Tx + T2-tx, in which case

Tx + T2-tx<T(WxW2Sx)^Tx+T2. Therefore N(TX + T2)^N(TX)
■N(T2).

Hence

log N(nT)      log N(T)
N(nr) 2£ [N(T)Y    or "        ^    * J"

nT T

and the existence of the limit easily follows.

Next we introduce the stochastic process {#,}, (i = l, 2, • • • ),

where Xi are independent, identically distributed random variables

assuming the values R, Sx; S2; ■ • ■   with probabilities

P[xx = Sn] = exp(-*n£>),        (» = 1, 2, • • • ),

P[Xl = R] =!-/(£>).
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(The fictitious symbol R was introduced to assure that the probabil-

ities add up to 1, even when D is defined according to case (ii).)

We shall associate the word W = Sai, • • • , 5„„ with the event

[xi = Sai, • ■ • , x„ = SaJ; its probability is expi—riW)D). Let W\,

■ ■ ■ , Wnwi be the words satisfying

(V) T - h < riW/) = T.

Since for any two words Wi, W, satisfying (7) we have j t( W7) —t( Wi) |

< h, no word in this set is a prefix of another word in the set. Hence

they correspond to disjoint events and we have

N(.T)

£  expi-riW/)-D) g 1.
•—l

Put Pi = expi-riWi)-D) and g, = l/AT(D 7 = 1, • • • , NiT)). The
inequality3 [3, p. 13]

- X Q' loS Qi = - 2Z Qi log Pi

entails

D       N(T)
log NiT) g——  Z riW/) ^DT.

NiT)   M

This shows that C = £>.

To establish the reverse inequality we first assume that case (i)

holds, i.e., d <D. In this case,/(x) is analytic at D and the series can

be differentiated term by term. Then p= ~^U expi — Dt/), the mathe-

matical expectation of the random variable Fi = r(x;), is a positive

finite number.

We put Zn = >]?_, YfZn is a sum of independent identically dis-

tributed random variables with finite variances (the second derivative

of fix) is finite at x=D).

Zn is either degenerate or asymptotically normal. Let A„ he the

event [Zn ^np}. In either case PiAn) >\ for n large enough. Let

Bn = [Zn/n > ix — e];

then, by the law of large numbers, P(5n)—>1 for every e>0. There-

fore, if n is large enough,

3 The assumption 2^P>= 1 m W, can of course be replaced by 2~Lp<= 1-
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(8) P(An r\ Bn)  §=  P(An) + P(Bn)  - 1 > J.

By adding an adequate number (5^0) of symbols 5i every word

(we thus abbreviate "word corresponding to an event") in An can be

continued to one satisfying (7) with T = np. Since the probability of

every word in Bn is ^exp( — nD(p — e)), it follows, by (8), that the

number of words in AnC\Bn is >lexp(n-D(p — e)). A fortiori

log AT(nn)/nn > D — t/u — log 4/wju,

which shows that C^D in case (i).

If case (ii) holds, we consider the channel with the finite number of

symbols Sx, ■ ■ ■ , Sm and its capacity Cm = Dm. (For finite m^2, case

(i) holds.) Let Nm(T) he the function N(T) for this channel; then

obviously Nm(T)^N(T), and therefore

log N(T)
C — hm-^ Dm;

T

hence, by (4), C^D and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed in

both cases.

Added in proof. Theorem 1 can be sharpened to take the following

version:

Theorem 1'. Let tx, t2, ■ ■ ■ be the transmission times of a noiseless

channel.

(a) If the numbers {tx, h, ■ • • } are commensurable, let 80 be the maxi-

mum positive number such that every /,- = w«,-5o where mi are integers.

Then

N(T) So "i"1
lim- = — 2^ exp(-£50-C).

exp(ra-So)       M  k~o

(h) If {h, t2, ■ • ■ } are noncommensurable, then

N(T)        h  r»
hm-77^ = —        exp(-t-C)dt

exp(CT)       n J o

where

00

u = X)^exp(-^-c)-
1=1

Theorem 1' can be proved by using the renewal theorem.

3. Codes and their Hausdorff dimensions. Let A = {ai, • ■ •, a„, • • • }

be a finite or countable set of symbols, and {gi, • • • , <7„, • • • } a set

of probabilities associated with them:
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qt>0    7=1, 2, •••), E <?.= !•

Consider the space A1 = 12 of all infinite sequences of symbols from A,

and the product probability induced on it by the distribution {q„}.

ll co£i2 is the sequence co=aai, aav • • • , o„n, • • • , we associate

with co a real number in the unit interval in the following way:

(9) co -»• Qai + qaiQat + • • • + qai- ■ • q«kQaM + • ■ ■ ,

where Qk = ^2i<k Qi- This correspondence is one to one except for a

countable set of sequences co. There is thus no harm in identifying co

with the real number associated with it (which we shall again denote

by co).

The correspondence (9) transfers the probability measure on 12

to the Lebesgue measure on [0, l].

Let there be given a code, i.e. a set (of words) V= [Si • • • Sn • • • }

where each Sk is a finite sequence of symbols {an}

Sk = aai, ■ ■ ■ , aaia).

We assume that V is a uniquely decodable code, that is, each coGfi

can be decomposed into a sequence of words of V in at most one way.

A sequence co which is decomposable into a sequence of words is

called a message. Let M he the set of all messages.

With    each    Sk    we    associate    the    time    of   transmission:    tk

=  — X^(!?i log qaj. Let C denote the capacity of  the  channel  Si,

• • • , Sn, ■ ■ ■  with the transmission times k, ■ ■ ■ , t„, ■ ■ ■ .

If W=Sa, ■ • • Saic, put t(W)= XXi 7,- The sequences co which

start with 5 form an interval I(W) whose length is given by | I(W) \

= exp( — t(W)). W can also be considered as an event in the process

{x,} defined in §2. Its probability is

P(W) = exp(—r(J47>C) =   | IiW) \c.

The Y-dimensional measure, Tiy, E), ol a set EE [0; l] is defined

as follows. Let @(«) be a set of intervals {/,} such that EEUI;

and | Ii\  <t

Tiy,E)= lim inf (X | /,|t).
«-0  @(e)

The Hausdorff dimension /3(£) of E is defined by

0(E) =ini{y\ Tiy, E) = 0}.
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Let F be a finite code; then there exists a set W{ • • • Wk (see [4])

such that every event in the process {x,-} which contains M on the

unit interval is of probability ^ Z*-i PiWD-

Lemma 2. If V is a finite code, then

T(.C,M) ^ £ \l(Wi)\c> 0.
i

Proof. If Fis finite, then Mis closed. Let {ij} be a covering of M.

Each Ij contains a longest interval of the form I(Wj). Therefore,

Z I J>|° > £ I Wi) \c = Z p(Wj) ̂ p( u (Wj)).

But {Ij} is a covering of M and so is Uy Wj; hence

p( u w]\* 2Z P(Wi) = Z I KWi) \c-

Theorem 2. Let V be a code with a capacity C and message set M;

then C = B(M).

(When A = {0, 1} and q(0) =q(l) =\ and F is finite, Theorem 2

reduces to the above mentioned result of Kinney.)

Proof. If F is finite, then, by Lemma 2, 8(M) ^ C. Assume F to be

infinite, V= {Si • • • 5» • • ■ } and denote by Fm the finite code,

Vm= {Sx, • ■ ■ , Sm) and by Cm and Mm its capacity and message set

respectively. Then M~2>Mm. Therefore 8(M) ^B(Mm) ^ Cm and, by

Lemma 1, 8(M)^C.

Now, there are N(T+tx) intervals I(W) for which T<r(W)

<T+tx, N(T+2tx) intervals I(W) for which T+h<T(W)^T+2h,

etc. Every message must be contained in some I(W). We cover M by

those intervals and note that if y>C,

2Z N(T + ntx){exp(-(T + (n - l)tO))i
n-l

00

=s E exp((r + nOO exp(-T(r + (n - l)tx))

oo

= exp(T(C - y) + txy) £ exp(ntx(C - y)) = K exp(T(C - y))
71=1
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with K finite and not depending on T. Therefore, letting T—> oo, we

see that the 7-dimensional measure of M is zero. This shows that

BiM) g C.
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